We describe a search of archival data from the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE). The purpose of the search is to find astronomically interesting transients that did not activate the burst detection (or "trigger") system onboard the spacecraft. Our search is sensitive to events with peak fluxes (on the 1.024 s time scale) that are lower by a factor of ∼ 2 than can be detected with the onboard burst trigger. In a search of 345 days of archival data, we detected 91 events in the 50-300 keV range that resemble classical gamma ray bursts but that did not activate the onboard burst trigger. We also detected 110 low-energy (25-50 keV) events of unknown origin which may include activity from SGR 1806−20 and bursts and flares from X-ray binaries. This paper gives the occurrence times, estimated source directions, durations, peak fluxes, and fluences for the 91 gamma ray burst candidates. The direction and intensity distributions of these bursts imply that the biases inherent in the onboard trigger mechanism have not significantly affected the completeness of the published BATSE gamma ray burst catalogs.
Introduction
Since 1991 April 19 the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) has been detecting gamma ray bursts (GRBs) and other high-energy transients with unprecedented sensitivity (Fishman et al. 1989; Fishman et al. 1994; Meegan et al. 1996) . The 1122 GRBs in the 3B catalog show an isotropic angular distribution and a spatially inhomogeneous intensity distribution (Meegan et al. 1992; Meegan et al. 1996) . Despite extensive analysis, however, the origin of GRBs remains unknown; see recent reviews by Fishman & Meegan (1995) , Briggs (1995) , and Hartmann (1995) .
The detection of GRBs and other high-energy transients with BATSE is controlled by a real-time burst detection algorithm running onboard the spacecraft (Fishman et al. 1989) . The onboard computer continuously monitors the count rates in each of the eight Large Area Detectors (LADs). When the count rates exceed a certain threshold, the computer signals a "burst trigger" and data are collected at high temporal and spectral resolution for a limited time interval. Even in the absence of a burst trigger, however, data are recorded at lower resolution in the continuous data types. For most of the mission, the criteria for a burst trigger have been that the 50-300 keV count rates in two detectors simultaneously increase by more than 5.5 times the expected rootmean-square background fluctuations on any of three time scales: 64 ms, 256 ms, or 1024 ms. The average background rate for each detector is recomputed every 17.408 s (Fishman et al. 1989) .
By definition all of the GRBs listed in the 1B, 2B, and 3B catalogs satisfy the requirements for a burst trigger (Fishman et al. 1994; Meegan et al. 1996) . Other transient phenomena that are unrelated to GRBs can also lead to a burst trigger. Examples include solar flares, terrestrial magnetospheric disturbances, bursts and flares from X-ray binaries, and activity from soft gamma ray repeaters (SGRs). Such events are classified appropriately by the BATSE team.
A GRB or other transient phenomenon may have characteristics such that it does not lead to a trigger onboard the spacecraft but it nevertheless leaves a statistically significant signal in the continuous data. For example, a GRB or other transient may be too faint to achieve the necessary statistical significance for a trigger; it may have a time profile that biases the onboard background average; or it may have too few counts in the 50-300 keV range.
A burst can also occur while the onboard trigger is disabled for technical reasons. Following a burst trigger, the high resolution data collected during the burst accumulation interval are gradually telemetered to the ground during the following 90 minutes. During this read out period the onboard burst trigger is disabled on the 256 ms and 1024 ms time scales, and the 64 ms threshold is set to the maximum rate of the burst being read out. Onboard burst triggering is also disabled when the spacecraft passes through regions with a high probability of triggering on atmospheric particle precipitation events (Fishman et al. 1994) .
In this paper, we describe a retrospective search of the archival continuous data from BATSE for statistically significant GRBs and other transients that did not cause a burst trigger onboard the spacecraft. A search for these "non-triggered" (or "untriggered") events in the 50-300 keV range is expected to find GRBs that are generally fainter than those cataloged previously. A concurrent search for nontriggered events in the lowest discriminator channel (25-50 keV) is expected to find activity from other astronomical sources, including bursts and flares from X-ray binaries and activity from SGRs. This ongoing project is an extension of previous work by Rubin et al. (1993) , Van Paradijs et al. (1993) , and Kommers et al. (1996) . Other retrospective searches for GRBs in the BATSE data (using techniques different from those described here) have been discussed by Skelton & Mahoney (1994) and by Young et al. (1996) .
Search Algorithm
A retrospective search of archival data can take advantage of burst detection algorithms that would have been impractical to implement onboard the spacecraft. The choice of a detection scheme to look for non-triggered events therefore involves trade-offs between the detection efficiency of the method for a given class of events and the resources (both computational and human) needed to implement it. In this section we describe a search algorithm which is loosely based on the one used onboard the spacecraft but which has proved more sensitive. The next section will discuss its efficiency for detecting transients with certain characteristics.
We will refer to all events detected by our off-line search of archival data as "laboratory triggers." The events previously detected by the onboard burst trigger mechanism will be called "onboard triggers." Some onboard triggers will be flagged by our off-line search and so they will also be laboratory triggers. Events that were detected only by our off-line search will be called "non-triggered events." For most of the mission the onboard trigger criterion has required that the count rate in two detectors simultaneously increase by at least 5.5σ B above the nominal background level, where σ B is the standard deviation of the expected background counts due to counting statistics. As a result, the BATSE detectors provide anisotropic sky exposure over short time periods (Fishman et al. 1989; Fishman et al. 1994) . The cosine-like change in the detectors' effective area with source viewing direction causes the onboard trigger to be less sensitive to faint bursts with directions directly in front of one of the detectors than to ones with directions mid-way between two detector normals (Brock et al. 1991) . For example, a 10σ B event occurring directly in front of a detector may produce only a 3.5σ B signal in the second most brightly illuminated detector and it would thus fail to trigger onboard. On the other hand, the same event incident along a direction mid-way between two detector normals would register approximately 7.1σ B in both detectors and comfortably cause an onboard trigger.
The onboard trigger mechanism relies on a background rate that is computed during a 17.408 s time interval occurring before the time bin being tested. A rising or falling background can therefore bias the background estimate to be too low or too high, respectively. A slowly rising transient may itself bias the background estimate upwards to such an extent that it fails to cause an onboard burst trigger, even though it is otherwise intense enough to be above the minimum detection threshold.
Our retrospective search procedure partially combats the directional detection anisotropy and the rising/falling background bias. We form a time series to be searched by combining the relevant energy channels from the DISCLA data. This data type provides the count rates in each detector integrated over 1024 ms time bins. Four discriminator energy channels (numbered 1 through 4) are available: 25-50 keV, 50-100 keV, 100-300 keV, and > 300 keV. When searching for GRBs, the sum of channels 2 and 3 (50-300 keV) gives optimal sensitivity. When searching for low-energy transients such as bursts and flares from X-ray binaries or SGRs the lowest energy channel (channel 1, 25-50 keV) is most sensitive. A sum of channels 1,2, and 3 provides a further "catch-all" search. After summing the appropriate energy channels, the time series are rebinned in time (if necessary) to search on time scales longer than the 1024 ms DIS-CLA sampling period. The resulting time series are then searched sequentially to see if any data meet our laboratory trigger criteria.
To signal a laboratory trigger, we first determine from the time series being searched a nominal background level for each detector. To estimate B d (k), the number of background counts expected in detector d for the time bin k, we use a linear fit to the data in
Here the number of background bins, N b , is specified for each time scale. Unlike the onboard trigger, the off-line search uses data before and after the time bin being tested. This method reduces the bias (discussed above) caused by slowly rising or falling background levels.
Temporally contiguous data are not always available because of telemetry gaps and spacecraft passages through regions of high particle flux, such as the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). In such cases the background estimate discussed here cannot be formed, so our search is not sensitive to bursts that occur during the N b bins after, or the 2N b bins before, a data gap.
Let C d (k) be the measured number of counts in time bin k for detector d. We define the "significance" of that detector to be
Our laboratory trigger criteria are that the two greatest values of the 8 significances S d (k), call them s 1 and s 2 , must be such that s 1 ≥ s 2 ≥ M and s 1 +s 2 ≥ Σ. These criteria ensure that at least two detectors simultaneously experience a statistically significant upward fluctuation, but they are also more sensitive to events incident along detector normals than the onboard criterion.
The values chosen for M , Σ, and N b for the searches reported here are shown in Table 1 . They were chosen to keep the actual number of detections per day of data searched (due to the activity of real sources) at a manageable level of about 20 per day. The number of detections expected from statistical fluctuations alone can be estimated by considering the "phase space" defined by s 1 and s 2 . The number of counts in each time bin of the DISCLA data type is large enough that the Poisson statistics can be treated in the Gaussian approximation, so that the S d (k) are independent and normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. The laboratory trigger criteria define a region A in the (s 1 , s 2 ) plane in which measured values s * 1 and s * 2 will be flagged by our search. This area is sketched in Figure 1 .
The probability P stat that a randomly selected set of 8 significances S d will meet or exceed the laboratory trigger criterion is estimated by first integrating the bivariate normal distribution (centered on the origin) over the allowed area A in the (s 1 , s 2 ) plane. Next, we multiply by 8 ways to select the most significant detector (s 1 ) and the remaining 7 ways to select the second most significant (s 2 ). The final expression is
(1) If there are N time bins searched per day, the number of detections expected from purely statistical fluctuations is P stat × N per day. This quantity is shown in the last column of Table 1 . Although the searches are not statistically independent, we would expect no more than 8 detections due solely to statistical fluctuations in a search of 100 days of data. Furthermore only a fraction of these will have properties consistent with astronomical source activity.
In practice we find many more laboratory triggers than can be expected from purely statistical fluctuations. This is because the time series we are searching are not Poissonian. They are dominated by the activity of real sources: some astronomical, some solar, and some terrestrial.
Sensitivity
The search strategy described above is expected to detect bursts that were fainter and possibly longer than those detected by the onboard trigger mechanism. In this section, we estimate the efficiency of the search algorithm for detecting real events with certain physical characteristics. In general the ability of our search strategy to detect an event depends on its peak flux (as measured on the search time scale), its time profile, the background levels in the detectors, and the spacecraft orientation with respect to the source direction. Here we will estimate the trigger efficiency and sky exposure of our off-line search strategy assuming an event profile in which a single time bin completely determines our ability to detect the event. The effects of a more complicated time profile are then considered separately for a simplified case of "slow-rising" events that would have biased the onboard background estimate.
Trigger Efficiency
We define the trigger efficiency E(P, ν, α, δ, t) to be the probability that an event with given physical characteristics will satisfy the laboratory trigger criteria described above. The event is modeled in terms of its peak flux on the time scale of the search (P ), power-law photon spectral index (ν), source direction in equatorial coordinates (α, δ), and time of occurrence during the mission (t). The background rates in the detectors, the spacecraft orientation, and the geographic position of the spacecraft must also be known to estimate E, but these quantities are known from the data once t is specified. The time profile of the event is considered to be a square pulse that occupies a single time bin.
For a particular spacecraft orientation and position, the mean count rates expected from an event with given values of P , ν, α, and δ can be computed by adding the "direct" count rates found from the BATSE instrument response matrix to the "scattered" count rates expected from the scattering of incident photons by the Earth's atmosphere. The instrument response matrices and atmospheric scattering model are described further in Pendleton et al. (1995) and Meegan et al. (1996) .
1 The resulting total count rates are multiplied by the time binning interval to obtain the expected counts (above background) in a single bin of the time series for each detector; we denote these quantities by C * d . The expected background counts, B d , are estimated from the measured rates at time t and the expected significances in the detectors are calculated as S *
1 and s * 2 be the the greatest and second greatest of the S * d , respectively.
The trigger efficiency, E, is the probability that a measurement of a pair (s 1 , s 2 ) will meet the laboratory trigger criteria. The counting statistics imply that our measurement, (s 1 , s 2 ), is drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with unit variances centered on the expected significances, (s given by integrating this distribution over the area, A (shown in Figure 1 ), in which the trigger criteria are satisfied:
(2) We evaluate E on a three-dimensional grid composed of 9 peak fluxes, 252 source directions, and 4992 times per orbital precession period of CGRO (i.e., every 15 minutes). The photon spectral index is fixed at ν = 2.0. The 9 peak fluxes were chosen to span an intensity range where the efficiency varies significantly. The 252 source directions are nearly isotropically distributed on the unit sphere (Tegmark 1996) . The 4992 times per orbital precession period were chosen to thoroughly sample the range of background variations. For points where the source direction is behind the Earth or no searchable data are available, E is set to zero. This calculation must be repeated for each time scale and energy channel combination in our search. Figure 2 shows E as a function of P for events searched on the 1024 ms and 4096 ms time scales in the 50-300 keV range. The source directions and times of occurrence have been averaged. For comparison, the trigger efficiency on the 1024 ms time scale from the BATSE 1B catalog is also shown (Fishman et al. 1994) .
For the 1024 ms time scale, Figure 2 shows that our search is nearly complete near the BATSE threshold (∼ 0.2 ph cm −2 s −1 ). Our off-line search should detect about 75% of events with peak fluxes lower by a factor of ∼ 2 than the onboard completeness limit. For events that maintain their peak flux for at least 4 s or 8 s, the searches on the 4096 ms and 8192 ms time scales can reach even lower peak fluxes (as measured on the matching time scale). The values of E(P ) shown in Figure 2 vary by only a few percent between spacecraft orbital precession periods (52 days for CGRO).
The sky coverage of our search is determined by the angular distribution of E(P, ν, α, δ), where P and ν are fixed and t has been averaged. If T is the total time period covered by the data searched, then T × E(P, ν, α, δ) gives the total amount of time that our search was sensitive to an event with the given intensity, spectral index, and source direction. In practice our search covers many orbits, so the dependence on the equatorial right ascension (α) averages out. Figure 3 shows the sky exposure as a function of declination (δ) for events with P ≥ 0.5 ph s −1 cm −2 on the 1024 ms time scale and ν = 2.0. The decreased exposure near the celestial equator is due to earth blockage. The Southern Hemisphere gets less exposure than the Northern Hemisphere due to passages through the SAA.
Sensitivity to "slow-risers"
The chances that our search detects a given event also depend on its time profile in our time series. For example, an event with a peak flux near the detection threshold that is shaped like a square pulse occupying N time bins will have N statistical chances to meet or exceed the trigger criteria. In such a case the trigger efficiency calculated above will be an underestimate.
On the other hand, the event profile may be such that it biases the nominal background rate used by the search algorithm and artificially raises the detection threshold. Then the trigger efficiency calculated above is an overestimate. This case is more serious as it implies that the search could miss a population of such events even though their peak flux is well above the nominal minimum detection threshold. Both the onboard trigger mechanism and our off-line search are subject to this limitation.
The most problematic time profile is one which both rises and decays slowly on a time scale long compared to the background averaging with no significant rapid variability. This case is difficult to distinguish from background variations arising from the spacecraft environment. Neither our search nor the onboard trigger has appreciable sensitivity to events of this type. They are even unlikely to be evident in a close visual inspection of the count rates.
An event that rises slowly and then either falls off quickly or subsequently goes into a more complicated profile can usually be identified as a transient, however. We will call such an event a "slow-riser." The onboard trigger mechanism has particular trouble with slow-risers because it can only base its background estimate on count rates measured over some 17.408 s interval that occurred some time during the 34.8 s before the time bin being tested. Lingenfelter & Higdon (1996) have discussed this effect for the onboard burst trigger. Here we estimate the extent to which our off-line search algorithm is sensitive to slow-risers.
The profile of an idealized slow-riser is shown in Figure 4 . The event is characterized by a peak amplitude, s, measured in sigmas above background, and a slope, r, measured in sigmas per second, where one sigma is one standard deviation of the expected background fluctuations. The total duration of the event is s/r. To estimate our sensitivity to such events, we generated a grid of peak amplitudes and a grid of slopes. For each peak amplitude and slope, we generated 5000 events with a background level of 1000 counts s −1 and Poisson noise to mimic the counting statistics. We then used our detection algorithm to find the fraction of events that met our off-line trigger threshold and the fraction of events that met the onboard trigger threshold.
The results are shown in Figure 5 , which shows contours of detection probability for (idealized) events with maximum significance, s, and slope, r, when searching on the 1024 ms time scale. Evidently our laboratory detection algorithm is more sensitive to slow-risers than the onboard trigger mechanism. This is due both to the lower detection threshold and to the use of data before and after the time bin being tested when forming the background estimate. Slow-risers with no subsequent variability that are both longer than about 30 s and fainter than 5σ (about 0.3-0.5 photons cm −2 s −1 in the 50-300 keV range) are unlikely to be found by our 1024 ms off-line search. The 4096 ms and 8192 ms searches are sensitive to longer events.
The idealized profile used for these estimates may not be representative of the faintest or longest transients since the typical profiles of those events are not known a priori. The simple case here is presented to show that our search algorithm is indeed more sensitive to some slow-rising bursts.
Classification and Analysis of Events
Each laboratory trigger flagged by our off-line search algorithm is visually inspected to separate the data base into useful categories. The majority of laboratory triggers can be easily identified as magnetospheric or otherwise terrestrial in origin. Many events are identified as solar flares based on intensity, duration, spectral softness, and location. Events which appear to be neither terrestrial nor solar and which have sufficient spectral hardness to be seen in channels 2 and 3 are classified as GRB candidates. Events which do not make it into any of the previous three categories are classified as "unknown", a category which includes almost all the low-energy (channel 1 only) events that are not obviously of terrestrial or solar origin.
For each of the solar flares, GRB candidates, and unknown events we estimate a source direction, intensity, and power-law spectral index using a modified version of the BATSE LOCBURST code. This software uses the BATSE detector response matrices along with a model for the scattering of incident photons by the Earth's atmosphere to find the count rates expected from an event with intensity P (in photons cm −2 s −1 above 10 keV), power-law spectral index ν, and source direction (θ, φ) in CGRO coordinates (Fishman et al. 1994; Pendleton et al. 1995) . Let C i d (P, ν, θ, φ) denote the model count rates expected in energy channel i of detector d, and letC i d denote the measured (background subtracted) count rates with associated statistical measurement uncertaintiesσ i,d . To estimateP ,ν,θ, andφ for a given event, the software minimizes the following measure of goodness-of-fit,
The measured count rates used for this procedure are mean count rates obtained from the main (most intense) portion of the burst as selected by hand during our visual inspection of the laboratory triggers. The angular response of the BATSE detectors can allow for multiple, widely separated local minima in the χ 2 parameter space, especially for weak bursts. For example, if a burst has most of its counts in just two detectors it can be equally consistent with two burst directions depending on the choice of the third most brightly illuminated detector. For weak bursts, the statistics may not be good enough to reliably distinguish the third detector. Background variations (due to real source activity) in some detectors can also make it difficult to distinguish the third detector. In such situations, χ 2 can be a strongly nonlinear function of the observed rates. The errors on the estimated burst parameters cannot then be reliably estimated from the formal covariance matrix of the fit.
To estimate errors on the model parameters for each burst, we produce 50 sets of "synthetic" burst rates obtained by drawing from a random distribution with the same means and variances as the measured rates. These 50 sets of synthetic count rates are then subjected to the same χ 2 minimization procedure as the real rates. The variances in the parameters obtained from the synthetic count rates are used to estimate the uncertainty on the parameters (P ,ν,θ,φ) obtained from the measured count rates.
Using the estimated mean intensityP we obtain a conversion factor from counts s −1 in the most brightly illuminated detector to units of ph cm −2 s −1 in the 50-300 keV range. The peak flux and fluence of each event in physical units are then determined by multiplying the corresponding measured counts by this conversion factor. The durations of events are characterized by the T 50 and T 90 duration measures, which are the time intervals during which the burst fluence increases from 25% to 75% and from 5% to 95% (respectively) of the total fluence (Kouveliotou et al. 1993; Koshut et al. 1996) . Uncertainties in the peak flux, fluence, and durations are derived from the uncertainties inP ,ν, and the measured (background subtracted) count rates using the standard techniques for the propagation of small random errors (although the assumptions required by this method are not always satisfied).
We have attempted to ascertain how well the above procedures estimate burst directions and intensities by applying our methods to GRBs from the 3B catalog . Because the burst directions and intensities must be estimated simultaneously by folding a model through the detector and atmospheric response matrices, systematic errors in the inferred quantities can arise from the background subtraction, the modeling of the event spectrum, spectral changes during the event, and detector calibration.
To evaluate the accuracy of our intensity measurements, we applied our analysis procedure to 29 GRBs from the 3B catalog . We compared our peak flux (derived from the DISCLA data) to that obtained by the BATSE team (using the high resolution burst data types; see Pendleton et al. 1996) . In 13 bursts the two measurements agreed to within the 1σ statistical uncertainties, and in 24 bursts they agreed to within 2σ. The largest disagreements (in terms of standard deviations) occur only in the most intense bursts, where the systematic errors are expected to dominate the statistical uncertainties. In those cases, the measurements disagree by less than 30%.
At least two sources of systematic errors are responsible for the differences between our peak flux measurements (on intense bursts) and those obtained by Pendleton et al. (1996) for the 3B catalog. First, we model the incident photon spectrum as a power law, whereas Pendleton et al. (1996) allow for some curvature in the spectrum. Second, our peak flux measurement on the 1024 ms time scale is based on the DISCLA time bin that contains the most counts above background. The phase of this 1024 ms bin relative to the "true" 1024 ms peak flux depends on the DISCLA sampling times; therefore, the "true" 1024 ms peak flux could be spread over two DISCLA time bins. In contrast, Pendleton et al. (1996) use data with 64 ms time resolution to find which placement of a 1024 ms interval yields the highest peak flux on that time scale.
A similar procedure was used to assess the accuracy of our direction estimates. Comparison of a sample of GRBs from the 3B catalog and hard solar flares which triggered onboard suggests that an additional systematic uncertainty of about 4
• should be added in quadrature to our statistical direction uncertainties for events with emission between 50 and 300 keV. This is expected since our version of the LOCBURST code roughly corresponds (with minor improvements) to the version used to produce the BATSE 1B catalog (Fishman et al. 1994) . The improvements to LOCBURST that reduced systematic errors to 1.6
• for the 3B catalog require more spectral information than is available in the DISCLA data and have not been incorporated into the analysis described in this paper. For the channel 1 only (25-50 keV) events, comparison with solar flares indicates that the additional systematic uncertainty is about 6
• .
For faint events the background subtraction can be a substantial source of systematic error because it is not always clear what is background and what is lowlevel emission before or after the event. The duration estimates (and thus fluence estimates) are particularly sensitive to the choice of background intervals (see Koshut et al. 1996) .
Results
We have applied the search and analysis procedures described in sections 2 and 4 to the DISCLA data taken between 1993 January 13 and 1993 December 24. The corresponding range of Truncated Julian Day (TJD = Julian Day -2,440,000.5) numbers is TJD 9000-9345. Figure 6 shows a sky map which combines events from the GRB candidate (⋄), solar flare ( * ), and unknown (+) categories. The concentration of solar events in the ecliptic plane is clearly visible, as is a concentration of low-energy (+) events in the vicinity of Cyg X-1 (ℓ = 71.3
• , b = 3.0 • ).
Gamma ray burst candidates
Our search so far yields 91 non-triggered GRB candidates. Tables 2 and 3 together are a catalog of these events.
The first column of Table 2 is a name which specifies the approximate time of the event in the format NTB yymmdd.ff, where yy is the year, mm is the month, and dd.ff is the day. The second column gives the time of the laboratory trigger expressed as the TJD and the seconds of day (SOD). The next three columns give the estimated source direction in equatorial (J2000) coordinates and the estimated 1.0σ directional uncertainty. The next column gives the largest value (among the three time scales in Table  1 ) of C max /C min , which is the ratio of the maximum count rate achieved during the event to the minimum count rate required for detection in the 50-300 keV band. Events with C max /C min < 1.0 were detected in the "catch-all" search of the 25-300 keV band (search "c" of Table 1 ) and may represent spectrally softer GRBs that had too few counts to trigger in the 50-300 keV band. The next column gives the threshold number of counts in the 50-300 keV band, C min , and (in superscript) the search time scale which yielded the largest value of C max /C min . The next column lists the searches from Table 1 in which the event was detected.
The last column of Table 2 gives the reasons in our estimation why the events did not trigger onboard the spacecraft. The notation "R" indicates the event occurred during the readout of a previous onboard trigger. "D" indicates that the event occurred while the onboard trigger was disabled due to passage through a region with a high probability of atmospheric particle precipitation events. "F" indicates that the event was too faint to meet the onboard burst trigger threshold. "BB" indicates that the event failed to trigger onboard because it biased the onboard background average. In one case, no experiment housekeeping data were available so the state of the onboard trigger at the time of the event could not be determined. A "?" is entered for this event because we cannot determine whether the reason is "D" or "BB". (See below for further discussion of these reasons and examples of events in each category.) Table 3 gives the durations and intensities (in physical units) of the GRB candidates. The first column gives the name of the GRB candidate. The next two columns give estimates of the T 50 and T 90 duration measures. Events with no entry in the T 50 column had their T 90 duration estimated by eye. Uncertainties listed as 0.00 indicate that the uncertainty is less than the duration of one DISCLA time bin (1.024 s). The next column gives the peak flux in the 50-300 keV range as measured on the 1024 ms time scale. The next column gives the 50-300 keV fluence estimate. Figure 7 shows a sky map of the direction estimates for the 91 untriggered GRB candidates. Events are shown as 1.0σ error circles centered on the best-fit location. Using the sky exposure calculated in section 3.1, the dipole and quadrupole moments of this direction distribution in Galactic coordinates are cos θ = −0.001 ± 0.025 and sin 2 b − 1/3 = −0.022 ± 0.021, where θ is the angle between the burst direction and the Galactic center and b is the Galactic longitude. These values are consistent with the values cos θ = 0.00 ± 0.06 and sin 2 b − 1/3 = 0.00 ± 0.03 expected from an isotropic distribution with the same number of bursts.
The dipole and quadrupole moments (corrected for sky exposure) with respect to equatorial coordinates are sin δ = 0.036 ± 0.027 and sin 2 δ − 1/3 = 0.074 ± 0.024. The dipole moment is consistent with that expected from an isotropic distribution, sin δ = 0.00 ± 0.06. The quadrupole moment appears to be only marginally consistent with the value sin 2 δ − 1/3 = 0.00 ± 0.03 expected for an isotropic distribution, indicating a weak concentration of events in the direction of the celestial poles.
The durations based on the T 90 interval of these events range from < ∼ 1.024 s to ∼ 200 s. We have examined the non-triggered GRB candidates to see if any appear to be related to an onboard triggered GRB that occurred within 1 day of a non-triggered event.
In a combined sample of 91 non-triggered GRB candidates and 333 bursts from the 3B catalog (covering TJD 8995-9347), we found 7 pairs of bursts occurring within 1 day of each other and having direction measurements compatible within 1σ uncertainties. Only 3 of these 7 pairs involved a non-triggered GRB candidate. We do not consider this to be evidence that any of these pairs share the same burst source. We expect statistically to find 5-8 such pairs in a sample of the same size drawn from bursts randomly dis-tributed uniformly in time and isotropically in space, with median location measurement errors of 8-10
• . If one or more convincing pairs had been identified, however, they could have either been interpreted as burst repetition (see Wang 1994) or as bursts that extend knowledge of the T 90 distribution to longer durations. Figure 8 shows the integral peak flux distribution on the 1024 ms time scale for the untriggered GRB candidates. These events are concentrated at the faint end of the distribution, as expected for events which were generally too faint to cause an onboard trigger. When the non-triggered bursts are added to the triggered bursts for the same time period, the departure from the −3/2 power law slope expected from a homogeneous distribution (in Euclidean space) remains evident.
The top two panels of Figure 9 show the differential, n(P ), and integral, N (> P ), distributions of the peak fluxes, P , for the combined sample of 84 nontriggered GRB candidates and 233 onboard triggered GRBs that were detected on the 1024 ms time scale. The bottom panel shows the slope of the logarithmic number versus peak flux distribution, defined by
The dotted histograms in Figure 9 show the distributions corrected for our laboratory trigger efficiency (see figure 2) . The logarithmic slope s(P ) is consistent with a value of 0.5 ± 0.1 at peak fluxes of 0.15-0.35 ph cm −2 s −1 .
Another measure of the inhomogeneity of the source distribution is reflected in the distribution of the V /V max statistic for these events, given by (C max /C min ) −3/2 (Schmidt, Higdon, & Heuter 1988) . For the 91 nontriggered GRB candidates, the average value V /V max = 0.28 ± 0.03. This value is biased by the elimination of the strong (triggered) bursts; but it is of interest when considering how biases inherent in the onboard trigger mechanism could affect conclusions about the spatial inhomogeneity of GRB sources. For example, if the onboard trigger's bias against slow-risers had significantly biased the value of V /V max = 0.33 ± 0.01 obtained for the 3B catalog then the value obtained from the non-triggered GRB candidates alone could be expected to be much higher. For comparison, the value obtained using the cataloged bursts detected during the same time period is V /V max = 0.34 ± 0.03. For the combined non-triggered GRB candidates and cataloged bursts, V /V max = 0.32 ± 0.02. This value is representative of the entire BATSE sample. Figure 10 shows intensity profiles of some representative GRB candidates. Two adjacent plots are shown for each event. The plots on the left show the burst profile from the detector most brightly illuminated by the burst. The plots on the right show the profile from the second most illuminated (or "second brightest") detector; they illustrate why some of the events did not cause an onboard burst trigger. The dashed lines show our estimate, B fit k of the background counts in each bin (k) based on polynomial fits to data before and after the event. The dotted lines show the 5.5σ B threshold level given by 5.5 B fit k . This level represents an "ideal" threshold estimate and it is in general different from the actual onboard background estimate that was in effect at the time the event occurred (see section 2). The onboard background estimate has a statistical uncertainty resulting from the uncertainty in the mean count rate during the 17.408 s background accumulation interval. The dot-dashed line represents the threshold corresponding to 5.5 B fit k plus the uncertainty in the onboard trigger level arising from the onboard background uncertainty. An event with peak counts just slightly above our "ideal" 5.5σ B threshold may fall below the onboard burst trigger threshold even though both thresholds are based on background estimates that are statistically consistent with each other. We classify events with peak counts less than 5.5 B fit k plus the onboard threshold uncertainty as too faint to trigger onboard ("F" in table 2).
The event in row (a) of Figure 10 failed to trigger onboard because it occurred during the read out period of a previous onboard burst trigger. The event in row (b) occurred while the onboard burst trigger was disabled due to spacecraft passage through a region identified with a high probability of a false trigger due to atmospheric electron precipitation events. The events in rows (c) and (d) failed to trigger onboard because the onboard background estimate was biased upwards by slowly rising burst flux; these are examples of slow-risers. Panels (e) and (f) show events that were too faint to meet the onboard trigger threshold.
We estimate that the 91 GRB candidates failed to trigger onboard the spacecraft for the following reasons: 15 events occurred during the read out of a brighter event, 2 occurred while the onboard trigger was disabled for other reasons, 63 were below the 5.5σ B threshold in the second brightest detector, and 10 had a slow rise that modified the onboard background estimate. One occurred during a time for which no spacecraft housekeeping data are available to determine the status of the onboard trigger.
The onboard trigger mechanism's bias against slowrising GRBs has been discussed by Lingenfelter and Higdon (1996) . The 10 (possibly 11) events we find that failed to trigger onboard the spacecraft solely because of the slow-rising effect constitute 2.84% (possibly 3.13%) of the total 352 GRBs that have been detected above the onboard threshold while the trigger was active. This is a lower fraction than estimated elsewhere (Lingenfelter & Higdon 1996) . We note, however, that our search algorithm is biased against faint events which rise on time scales longer than ∼ 30 s on the 1.024 s time scale (see Figure 5 ).
Unknown events
The "unknown" category of laboratory triggers includes all events which were not obviously of terrestrial or solar origin and which do not resemble a GRB. Most of the channel 1 only (low-energy, 25-50 keV) events fall into this category. The major problem with this class of events is that it is dominated by intensity fluctuations from Cyg X-1: of 799 events in the unknown category, 689 are consistent with this source (although they may not all be from Cyg X-1); see the clustering of events marked (+) in Figure 6 . If we remove all the events consistent with Cyg X-1 we are left with the sky map shown in Figure 11 , where events are plotted as their 1.0σ error circles. Although Figure 11 shows some general clustering toward the galactic center, there is no obvious clustering that would indicate the activity of any particular source.
We find two events which can convincingly be attributed to SGR 1806−20 based on intensity, spectral softness, and location. Both occur within one day of the onboard triggered emission from SGR 1806−20 reported by Kouveliotou et al. (1994) . Recent activity from this source suggests that more events from SGR 1806−20 (or other SGRs) may be detectable when this search is extended .
Conclusions
Our search of 345 days of archival BATSE data has uncovered a significant number of astronomically interesting transients.
The 91 non-triggered GRB candidates detected (so far) by this search include some of the faintest GRBs ever observed. When combined with the bursts detected by the onboard trigger during the same 345 days, these events extend knowledge of the peak flux distribution to values a factor of ∼ 2 lower than the onboard detection threshold. Near the onboard trigger threshold, the combined sample is expected to be nearly complete (on the 1024 ms time scale). We find the logarithmic slope of the integral number versus peak flux distribution to be 0.5 ± 0.1 at peak fluxes of 0.15-0.35 ph cm −2 s −1 after correcting for our laboratory trigger efficiency. The value of V /V max = 0.32 ± 0.02 for the combined sample is consistent with that obtained for the 3B catalog as a whole. We find no evidence for anisotropy in the direction distribution of these events.
These results are consistent with those obtained from analyses of the published BATSE catalogs. The biases inherent in the onboard trigger mechanism do not appear to have significantly undermined its sampling of GRBs, at least for bursts with the characteristics our search can detect.
The non-triggered GRB candidates add to the database of GRBs available for duration studies, searches for burst repetition, and searches for gravitational lensing (see Fishman & Meegan 1995 for an overview and references). The slow-risers and the more intense bursts (which occurred while the onboard trigger was disabled) will probably be the most useful non-triggered GRBs for such purposes.
The low-energy (25-50 keV) events detected by our search arise from a variety of sources. While intensity fluctuations from Cyg X-1 dominate this class of events, we find a significant number that must be due to other sources. Because of the difficulty in accurately estimating the source directions of these events, identification of the individual sources responsible for them depends on unique repetition patterns or temporal coincidences with other observations (as in the case of events from SGR 1806−20). The possibility remains that we may identify among these events new source activity or completely new burst sources.
The effort to extend this search to cover the more than 5 years of remaining archival data is in progress. -Contours showing the probability of detecting a "slow-riser" with a given peak significance (relative to the "true" background) and a given slope. Thick contours apply to our off-line search algorithm, and thin contours apply to the onboard burst trigger. Those on the left represent the count rates observed in the detector most brightly illuminated by the burst. Those on the right represent the count rates in the second most illuminated detector. Dashed lines represent our background estimate derived from polynomial fits to data before and after the event. Dotted lines represent an "ideal" onboard trigger threshold based on our background estimates; the actual onboard trigger threshold is in general different and is based on an average count rate that is recomputed every 17.408 s. The dot-dashed line represents the "ideal" onboard threshold plus the uncertainty arising from the statistical uncertainty in onboard background average. The burst in row (a) occurred during the read out period of a more intense event, and that in row (b) occurred while the onboard trigger was disabled. The bursts in rows (c) and (d) modified the onboard background average. Rows (e) and (f) show events that were too faint cause and onboard burst trigger. 
